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Intelligent Sensibo Air Air Conditioning/Heat Pump Controller
Sensibo Air is a controller for users who value advanced functionality. This sleek controller connects to Wi-Fi, offering not only full control
over  your  air  conditioning  from  anywhere  but  also  energy  savings,  customization  to  user  needs,  and  integration  with  popular  voice
assistants. Sensibo offers features such as integration with Apple HomeKit, advanced chipset, WiFi, and Bluetooth Low Energy support.
Its compact size allows for easy placement in any room, and intelligent algorithms ensure up to 40% savings on heating bills.
 
Integration with Apple HomeKit
Sensibo Air stands out with seamless integration with Apple HomeKit, allowing easy management of Apple devices. This enables users to
control the temperature in their homes using an intuitive interface and Siri voice commands, enhancing user comfort and home climate
management efficiency.
 
Integration with Sensibo Room Sensor
Sensibo  Room  Sensor  continuously  measures  temperature  and  humidity  in  the  home  and,  in  conjunction  with  Sensibo  Air,  can
automatically activate air conditioning when someone enters the room and turn it off when they leave.
 
Schedules and Automation
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Creating  personalized  schedules  for  different  days  of  the  week  and  times  of  the  day  allows  for  even  greater  control  over  the  home
climate. This enables users to adjust the air conditioning to their daily schedule, maximizing energy efficiency and comfort.
 
Geofencing
The geofencing feature automatically adjusts the temperature based on the user's location. When the user approaches their home, the
system  automatically  activates  the  air  conditioning,  providing  ideal  conditions  upon  their  arrival.  This  intelligent  solution  combines
convenience with energy savings.
 
Filter Cleaning Reminders
Sensibo  Air  reminds  users  to  clean  the  filters  in  their  air  conditioner,  which  is  crucial  for  maintaining  device  efficiency  and  indoor  air
quality. Regular filter cleaning ensures longer device lifespan and better indoor conditions.
 
Powerful Features
Sensibo Air  offers  features such as  daily  temperature and humidity  charts  and logs,  which assist  in  precise settings adjustments.  The
Pure Boost mode allows for quickly reaching the desired temperature,  particularly useful  in extreme weather conditions.  Compatibility
with major voice assistants such as Google Home, Amazon Alexa, and Apple Siri provides even greater flexibility in managing the home
climate.
 
Timer Function
The timer function allows for programming the air conditioning or heat pump to automatically turn off at a specified time. This feature
helps  users  save  energy  by  avoiding  unnecessary  device  operation  during  hours  when  it  is  not  needed  while  ensuring  comfortable
conditions at home.
 
 
BrandSensiboModelAirColorWhiteConnectivityWi-Fi 802.11 b/g/n @ 2.4GHz, DHCP or static IP addressing, SSL encryptionDimensions82 x
55 x 17mmSensorsHigh-precision temperature and humidity sensors, universal infrared receiverVoice AssistantsGoogle Home, Amazon
Alexa, Apple Siri, SmartThings, IFTTT, APIInput5V - 1A via microUSBOperating Voltage110-240VOpen APIYes

Preço:

€ 155.00

Casa inteligente, Intelligent Home Control
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